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New stable Steam Client up, fixing Steam Survey and NFS mounts on Linux, plus other Steam news[2]

The first stable update for the Steam Client of 2020, pulling in all the recent changes from the
Beta versions.
For Linux users, it's a good one. It fixes the Steam Library not working on some NFS mounts,
fixes a crash while prepare the Hardware Survey and some tweaks to the Steam Runtime
system info gathering to only run when needed.

If you enjoy Slay the Spire you should try the opt-in Beta for a better experience [3]

Now that the huge update to Slay the Spire is live adding in The Watcher as the fourth
character, Mega Crit Games have also updated their opt-in game engine upgrade Beta.
For a while now, they've had a "libgdx199" Beta available on Steam to improve the
foundation the game is built upon. However, that's only compatible with save files from the
previous major build. A new opt-in Beta "libgdx199.main" has been put up, which is
compatible with the current version of the game.

Feeling extra competitive? The creative platformer DASH now has online multiplayer [4]

DASH (Danger Action Speed Heroes), a platformer that's built for people who love creating
and competing across user-made levels just recently expanded with a big new online
multiplayer mode.
It's one thing to create levels, play those made by others and see the Ghost of players from
their times. It's a whole different experience to run, jump and fail with others right there with
you. That's exactly what the new update to DASH will offer. This Competitive Run game
mode might be the first of multiple, with it being a big all-for-one mode too.
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